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FOR MUO AND SRMA

MENINGITIS/
ENCEPHALITIS
Treatment

PREDNISOLONE
Dose:
Standard dose 0.25 - 0.5mg/kg bid
Dr Sam prefers a higher dose for immunosuppression
1mg/kg bid for dogs

Pro Tip: For large breed dogs - use per sqm dose rather than mg/kg dose.
Conversion table: 
https://arhvets.com.au/essendonfields/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2018/01/BSA-
Dog-and-Cat.pdf 

Treat for 6 weeks at this dose, then taper by half every 6 weeks until we're off the
preds. 

Note: There is a study that suggests that for SRMA you can use CRP reduction as a
guide for reduction of pred doses IF the CRP was raised to begin with, which it isn't
always. 

In theory we can also use repeat cytology from CSF fluid to monitor response, but
multiple CSF taps can get very expensive. 

Some dogs need up to 8 weeks at the higher dose,
while a new study suggests that 6 weeks might be
overkill, but Dr Sam has found that 6 weeks is
usually the sweet spot. 

Pred alone will usually be curative for SRMA. 

https://arhvets.com.au/essendonfields/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2018/01/BSA-Dog-and-Cat.pdf


ADD A SECOND IMMUNOSUPPRESSANT

FOR MUO'S

OPTIONS: Cyclosporine | Cytosine arabinoside | Azothioprine |
Mycophenolate | Leflunomide

CYCLOSPORINE
Easiest
5mg/kg bid

Pro tip: Ideally run a trough serum level a week after starting: we only need the
serum level to be above 250, and some dogs will reach much higher levels on
5mg/kg. In those dogs we can reduce the dose significantly.

Most common side effects: GI signs - vomiting and diarrhoea.

Pro tip: If you write a prescription for it rather than use Atopica (to save on cost)
ensure it's the microemulsion - the equivalent of Neoral. Non-modified versions
are very poorly absorbed.

CYTOSINE ARABINOSIDE
Quite popular in the UK as a second choice immunosuppressant. 

More tedious as needs to be given as an IV infusion and needs to be treated like a
cytotoxic agent/chemotherapeutic.  

Traditional treatment protocol: One dose every 3 weeks infused over 12 hours for 3
doses, then every 4 weeks for 4 doses, then every 5 weeks for 5 doses. New paper
suggests that single infusion can be almost as good, but in Dr Sam's experience this
is not the case.

PROTOCOL FOR THE SECOND IMMUNOSUPPRESSANT
Use one drug until it stops working, then switch to another.

We don't taper these drugs, and we assume that they will eventually stop
working.

The average duration of responsiveness to each drug is around 2 years before
we need to switch. Note: average. Some dogs will be much shorter, but can
also be quite a bit longer.

Note: When they stop responding to the second drug and we switch to a new
drug we also restart the pred back at the initial high dose and start the tapering
process again.

Dr Sam's thoughts are that the necrotising encephalitis cases tend to respond
slightly less well than the GME cases on the second round.
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